This gaming weapon is the ultimate tool to enhance your gaming skills and place you at a perfect winning position. The unique RGB backlighting system adds for a fresh impact on your gaming atmosphere. The THERON PLUS communicates with the Tt eSPORTS Plus mobile application to record mouse usage statistics. Furthermore the Tt eSPORTS PLUS mobile application can store the logs to the Tt eSPORTS PLUS community, where users can both compete and compare their mouse usage.
Mouse wheel flashes to indicate profile switching, with colors denoting different profiles.

On-the-fly DPI adjustment from 100 to 8200 DPI.

Thumb buttons (mouse 4 & 5) for convenient navigation / macros.

Dedicated DPI indicator LEDs to differentiate between up to 4 different DPI levels.

Pulse lighting system on dragon logo to enhance the gaming atmosphere.

8200 DPI LASER SENSOR

16.8 MILLION COLORS

CHALLENGE IS THE GAME
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With the new upgraded AVAGO laser sensor, the THERON Plus laser gaming mouse now offers up to 8200 DPI. The DPI can be fine tuned in increments of 50 DPI at a time. And adjustable Lift-Off control function. An onboard DPI indicator will also let you know which of the 5 programmable levels per profile that the mouse is on.
FEATURES

◎ 8200 DPI Laser sensor with superior tracking across a wide variety of surfaces, and Adjustable Lift-Off Distance
◎ On-the-Fly DPI adjustment from: 50 DPI up to 8200 DPI
◎ Built-in Bluetooth capability for recording stats to Tt eSPORTS+ application (does not support wireless mouse usage)
◎ Tt eSPORTS+ mobile (Android/iOS) application for recording and managing saved logs/recordings of mouse usage statistics
◎ Tt eSPORTS+ mobile application shares recorded statistics via Social Networks and Tt eSPORTS Plus Community.
◎ 8 buttons and 5 profiles make for up to 40 programmable macros.
◎ On board memory, plug and play while switching between PCs.
◎ GUI for personalized macro keys, advanced performance and light options.
◎ Function Lock Button that can disable the function of side buttons.
◎ In battle mode, the mouse will respond to the user’s clicking frequency and cycle through different colors.
◎ Pulse lighting system on logo to engage to gaming atmosphere
◎ RGB illumination system for up to 16.8 million colors on four separately controllable regions on the mouse.
  (The mouse wheel, battle dragon, left & right side panels, and bottom panel)
◎ Gold-plated USB connector for optimal signal and data transmission.
◎ On-Screen-Display functions to indicate profile/function status.
◎ Glossy surface coating for a more non-slip grip.
◎ Adjustable weights system to get just the right feeling for each user.
## SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WIN 8 READY</th>
<th>USB PORT</th>
<th>30MB STORAGE</th>
<th>iOS Android</th>
<th>BLUETOOTH 4.0 SUPPORT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>XP, Vista, 7, or 8 are recommended</td>
<td>Requires a PC with a available USB port</td>
<td>Mouse software installation takes up to 30MB of space</td>
<td>Above iOS 7 or Android 4.3 are recommended</td>
<td>Above Bluetooth 4.0 are recommended</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Theron Plus**

**Smart Mouse**

**Customizable Lighting Region**
- Personalize independently and mark this distinctive mouse clearly yours that enhances to the mood of each gaming session.

**DPI Level Indicator LED**
- An onboard DPI indicator will let you know which of the 4 programmable DPI levels per profile that the mouse is on.

**Battle DRAGON Logo LED**

**RGB LED ILLUMINATION**
- RGB illumination system for up to 16.8 million colors on four separately controllable regions on the mouse.

- **Four Regions**
  - Mouse Wheel
  - Battle Dragon
  - Left and Right Side Panels
  - Bottom Panel

- **Normal mode**
  - In normal mode, the mouse wheel will have static lighting while the dragon logo will have a pulse lighting pattern.

- **Battle mode**
  - In battle mode, lighting for both regions will flash in correspondence to the user’s clicking frequency.
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**BRING QUANTIFIED SELF TO GAMING**

- **Built-in Bluetooth capability** for recording stats to Tt eSPORTS+ application (does not support wireless mouse usage)
- **Tt eSPORTS+ mobile (Android/iOS)** application for recording and managing saved logs/recordings of mouse usage statistics
- **Tt eSPORTS+ mobile application** can also share usage information directly to popular social media, as well as sync logs to Tt eSPORTS+ community website.

**Quantified Self to eSports**

The THERON Plus offers a way to track users’ mouse usage stats, store logs, break down analysis by time, share to social media, and make things fun by gamification.
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Bring Quantified Self to Gaming

Total Distance
Total distance the mouse has been in motion

Total Clicks
Total count of the clicks of the mouse

Current A.P.M
Current number of actions completed within a minute of gameplay

Max A.P.M
Maximum number of actions completed within a minute of gameplay

Current Lift Off Count
Number of lifts on the mouse during the gameplay

Distance / Min
Distance per minute the mouse has been in motion

Click / Min
Click per minute the mouse has been in motion
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Challenge is the game.

BRING QUANTIFIED SELF TO GAMING

Tt eSPORTS PLUS APP
AVAILABLE NOW

Available on the App Store
Android App on Google Play

Mobile app: Tt eSPORTS PLUS
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BRING QUANTIFIED SELF TO GAMING

3 LAYER INTEGRATION
The THERON Plus smart mouse integrates with the Tt eSPORTS+ application to record all your mouse usage stats onto the mobile device of your choice. From there the Tt eSPORTS+ application will feature enhanced social media integration as well as storing your stats onto cloud at the Tt eSPORTS+ Community, to allow for further analysis, competitions with friends, and the chance to see how you game compared to the pros.
BRING QUANTIFIED SELF TO GAMING

Tt eSPORTS+ Community
The Tt eSPORTS+ Community not only provides users a platform to serve as cloud storage for their logs and analyze their stats, but also to compare their usage with pro players & challenge their friends to mouse usage competitions.
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Glossy Surface

With luster dust glossy design and a must-have piece for sweaty hands players, this classy sheen gives you the right feel and offers excellent comfort even throughout the most uptight gaming. THERON Plus ensures that your actions translate into accurate and speedy movements.
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The THERON Plus has a brand new software/UI, offering much enhanced design and overall sensitivity. In addition, the Lift-off-distance adjustment feature is now built inside the software, rather than having a separate tool to modify it.